Quick Start Guide

1. Insert the battery.
2. Insert a card. (When using a card, confirm that the card slot is facing toward the back of the camera, insert it completely to take the card in.)
3. Attach the lens.
4. Set the lens focus mode switch to <AF>
5. Set the power switch to <ON>.
6. While holding down the < > button on the front of the camera, turn the < > dial to set the shooting mode to Intelligent Auto.
7. Focus the subject.
8. Take the picture.
9. View the image.

Preparation

Select imageShooting information

Menu Operations

Menu items
Menu settings

Image-recording quality
-Preset Picture Style-
-Brightness-
-Color-
-Contrast-
-Natural Tone Effect-

ISO speed

White balance

Exposure

Drive mode

AF point

AF operation

Electronic Level

Custom Functions

1  Dial direction during Tv/Av
2  Acceleration/deceleration tracking
3  Multi function lock
4  Warnings  !  in viewfinder
5  AF-assist beam firing
6  Lens drive when AF impossible
7  Orientation linked AF point
8  Superimposed display
9  AF Microadjustment
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 EOS 6D (WG)
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Possible shots

Pixels recorded

RAW: Turn the < > dial to select the quality.
JPEG: Press the < > key to select the quality.

Shooting mode

White balance correction

AF operation

AEB setting

Possible shots

Temperature

On the right of the function indicates that the function is available only in Creative Zone modes.

Capture image

The captured image will be displayed for 2 sec. on the LCD monitor.

Select image

Playback

Magnify

Index

Erase

Copy
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**Shooting Operation**

**Nomenclature**
- Shutter button
- Power switch
- Multi-function lock switch
- Drive mode selection button
- AF operation selection button
- AE lock button
- Release button
- Mode Dial lock
- Access lamp
- LCD Panel
- Viewfinder information
- Exposure level
- Shutter speed
- AF operation
- AF points
- Indicator
- Flash exposure compensation
- Flash-ready
- Shutter speed
- AEB
- OK Not good

**Setting button**
- ISO speed
- Maximum burst
- Metering mode
- Battery check light
- Confirmation
- Focus
- UI record
- The camera automatically sets the shutter speed and...